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Three Tensions 
to understand the potential positive impact of new technologies

1. Technologies as:

Playground vs. Playpen 

2. Impact as: 

Literacy vs. STEM

3. Goal as:

Education vs. Development



Tension 1: Playground vs. Playpens

Bers, M. (2012). “Designing Digital Experiences for Positive Youth Development: From Playpen to 
Playground” Oxford University Press



Papert Piaget
Constructionism
Tools for thinking
Focus on Learning 
Programming tools

Engineering
Making

Educational Robotics
↓

Child as producer
Child-directed
Unpredictable

Skinner
Instructionism

Tools for mastering
Focus on teaching
Drills, games, etc

CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction)
Intelligent Tutoring systems

Social Robots
↓

Child as consumer
Adult-directed

Safe and predictable



Coding as a playground

Abstract, logical systematic, sequential, algorithmic thinking, problem solving: 
Computational Thinking  

Bers, M. (2018). “Coding as a Playground: Programming and computational Thinking in the Early 
Childhood Classroom” Routledge
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ScratchJr

KIBO robot

Projects funded by the National Science Foundation 
NSF DRL-1118897 & NSF  DRL-1118664. 





ScratchJr User Analytics: 
Jan. 2016 – Jan. 2017

• Over 9.5 million 
downloads since 
2014 launch

• 19 million projects 
created

• PBS KIDS ScratchJr
has over 1 million 
downloads

• 2,246 different 
registered 
languages & 
dialects



http://www.scratchjr.org/

http://www.scratchjr.org/




KIBO



KIBO (Continued)







Tension 2: Literacy vs. Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM)



A way of thinking 
Integrated curriculum

Project-based methodology
Goal is expression

Empowerment agenda
For all

Literacy campaigns
↓

Epistemological tools

Skillset
Limited to a few disciplines

Completing challenges
Goal is problem solving

Improve competitiveness
Workforce pipeline

STEM in schools
↓

Disciplinary tools



• Coding as a literacy: the ability to use a symbol system
and a technological tool to comprehend and generate,
communicate and express ideas or thoughts. It
empowers individuals and can promote social change.

• This concept is in alignment with importance of literacy
in early childhood education.



Family Coding Days



From applied to basic science



What happens in the brain when 
kids program?

If coding is a literacy, would the 
language brain regions activate while 

programming?



The cognitive and neural mechanisms of 
computer programming in young children: 

storytelling or solving puzzles?

PI Marina Bers (Tufts) ; co-Pi Ev Fedorenko (MIT/MGH)
IIS‐1744802



Tension 3: Development vs. Education



Importance of play
Focus on whole child

All dimensions of development
Complex and multidimensional

Developmental trajectories
Difficult assessments

↓
Novel interfaces (tangible, etc.)

Formal and informal settings

Importance of practice and 
repetition

Focus on school readiness 
Emphasis on cognitive domain

Linear and unidimensional
“Personalized” learning
Scalable assessments

↓
AI and software
School settings



Developmental Technologies



Positive Technological Development (PTD) framework 



Implications

• Engaging in basic research
• Rethinking research methodologies
• Developing evaluation instruments
• Creating new interfaces and

technological systems
• Investment of resources
• Professional development
• Curricular frameworks and

alignments
• Consumer education
• Parent education
• Teacher education
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http://www.tufts.edu/~mbers01/
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